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A PATHWAY 
FORWARD: HOMELESS 

TO HIRED SUMMIT

#LARISE
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“You are me and I am you. 

Every one of us is worthy.“ 

- India.Arie
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WHAT IS LA:RISE?

LOS ANGELES REGIONAL 
INITIATIVE FOR SOCIAL 
ENTERPRISE

LA:RISE is an innovative 
partnership that unites the 
City and County of Los 
Angeles to help people with 
high employment barriers 
get jobs, stay employed, 
and build a better life.

#LARISE
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PARTICIPANT STORY

Patricia currently works as a Maintenance
Technician at social enterprise Center for
Employment Opportunities (CEO), where she
feels accepted and respected.

Patricia enrolled in the LA:RISE program
because she was struggling to find
employment after incarceration and was
experiencing homelessness.

Today, she walks into job interviews with
confidence and is ready to seize her next
opportunity.

MEET PATRICIA

#LARISE
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MAKE A CONNECTION - IRL

~ What kind of resources are you looking for?

~ How can we collaborate?

~ Who can I connect you with?
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CONNECT: COLA-GUEST
NO PASSWORD
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PARTICIPANT STORY

Lafayette enrolled in the LA:RISE program
and began attending the YWCA’s Digital
Learning Academy to gain the education
and skills he needed to build that future.

By earning a Certificate of Completion
from YWCA’s Digital Learning Academy,
Lafayette became the first person in his
family to receive an education beyond
high school.

Today, building on the skills he developed,
Lafayette is working full-time as a
Production Assistant for various film and
television studios.

MEET LAFAYETTE

#LARISE
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“No matter what sort of 
difficulties, how painful 

experience is, if we lose our hope, 
that's our real disaster.” 

– Dalai Lama
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ENJOY MUSIC BY

#LARISE
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PARTICIPANT STORY

Michael joined the LA:RISE program
and social enterprise LA Conservation
Corps (LACC) to gain work experience
and support his family. He quickly
succeeded at LACC and was promoted
to Assistant Recruiter.

After securing housing, Michael saved
money to buy himself a car and
accepted a position with the Rocky
Mountains Youth Corps.

In the future, he hopes to return to
college to study Environmental Science
and work for the City of Los Angeles.

MEET MICHAEL

#LARISE
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CONTINUE THE CONVERSATION ONLINE

#LARISE
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LA:RISE HISTORY & EXTERNAL FACTORS

•Increased attention on 
serving the most vulnerable 
workers—low income adults 
& youth with limited skills 
who lack work experience & 
face barriers

•Expands education & 
training options to help job 
seekers access good jobs 
and advance in careers

IN 2015 THE 
HOMELESSNESS 
POPULATION 
INCREASED BY:

Prop 47 and AB109 recently 
passed, which meant many 
justice-involved individuals 
returning home 

INCREASE 
IN HOMELESSNESS

SHIFT IN WORKFORCE 

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM: 
WIOA 

25
%

#LARISE
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“Step out of the history that is 
holding you back. Step into the 

new story you are willing to 
create.” 

- Oprah Winfrey
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PARTICIPANT STORY

After experiencing homelessness and
struggling to maintain employment, Lupe
enrolled in the LA:RISE program and soon
began working at employment social
enterprise partners New Earth as a camera
operator.

Working at New Earth has given Lupe
confidence and made her more outgoing.
Her favorite part of the work is that she is
continually learning new things.

Today, Lupe is proud that she can provide
for herself and is currently going to college
full time. Also she is on her way to being
promoted as one of New Earth’s team
leaders.

MEET LUPE

#LARISE
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IMPACT TO DATE 

1,100 Participants have secured 
permanent employment

Participants co-enrolled 
into Workforce Innovation 
and Opportunity Act

2,0002,500 Participants have secured 
subsidized employment

= 50 participants

#LARISE
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WHAT IS A SOCIAL ENTERPRISE?

Social enterprises are competitive, revenue-generating businesses 
that provide transitional employment and 360-degree support to 
people striving to overcome employment barriers. Social enterprises 
help these men and women stabilize their lives, build their skills, and 
succeed.

#LARISE
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“We must use time creatively, 

in the knowledge that the time is 
always ripe to do right.” 

– Martin Luther King Jr.
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PARTICIPANT STORY

Cindi is excited to use the skills she
developed in the LA:RISE program and at
social enterprise Center for Living and
Learning (CLL) to continue helping others in
her community.

When Cindi arrived at CLL, she was
experiencing homelessness and living in a
shelter with her family.

Today, she works as a team leader at CLL,
where she has developed valuable office
skills and gained experience working with a
variety of people in different situations.

MEET CINDI

#LARISE
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(AUGUST 2019) LA:RISE WAS NAMED AS
A PROMISING JOBS STRATEGY FOR 

PEOPLE EXPERIENCING HOMELESSNESS 
IN A WORKFORCE COLUMN IN
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CONTINUE THE CONVERSATION ONLINE

#LARISE
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“Courage is the most important of 
all the virtues because without 
courage, you can't practice any 

other virtue consistently.”

- Maya Angelou
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HOUSING STATUS AT PROGRAM ENROLLMENT

#LARISE

In FY 2019, 

over one 

fourth of 

participants 

were 

experiencing 

homelessness

.
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PARTICIPANT STORY

Before enrolling in the LA:RISE
program, Donna was experiencing
homelessness and struggled to secure
a steady job.

At DWC, she has learned to make
candles and soap, ship inventory, and
supervise volunteers.

Now, Donna has enrolled in vocational
training at the Vernon-Central/Los
Angeles Technical Trade College
(LATTC) WorkSource Center while she
works as a Production Inventory
Associate at MADE by DWC.

MEET DONNA

#LARISE
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IMPACT TO DATE 

#LARISE
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ALLEVIATING HOMELESSNESS

On February 13, 2019, Mayor Eric 
Garcetti and Supervisor Mark 
Ridley-Thomas announced a goal 
of helping 16,000 people who are 
currently or formerly homeless to 
get jobs in the private sector over 
the next three years. 

LA:RISE is part of the 
collaborative effort to achieve this 
goal, called Hired and Hopeful LA –
Alleviating Homelessness One Job 
at a Time. Goodwill SoCal is the 
lead Administrator.
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“It isn't where you came from. 

It's where you're going that 
counts.”

- Ella Fitzgerald
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PARTICIPANT STORY

After years of being disconnected from the
workforce and at risk for homelessness,
Louise came to Chrysalis eager to stabilize
her life.

She enrolled in the LA:RISE program, and
was referred to Chrysalis Staffing to begin
her social enterprise employment. Louise
received a scholarship that covered the cost
of the Pharmacy Technician program at Cal
State University.

Louise is optimistic about her future and
looks forward to passing the exam and
becoming a certified pharmacy technician.

MEET LOUISE

#LARISE
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PROGRAM FOR TODAY INCLUDES
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Nothing is impossible. The word 
itself says "I'm possible!“

- Audrey Hepburn
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SHOUT OUT TO OUR LA:RISE PARTNERS!

#LARISE
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WE VALUE YOUR COMMITMENT TO THE COMMUNITY!
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THANK YOU TO OUR 
PARTNERS

#LARISE
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PARTICIPANT STORY

After learning about Homeboy Industries, Daniel was
eager to begin working and taking advantage of the
paying job, training, and support that a social
enterprise provides.

In addition to gaining on-the-job training while
working as a site monitor with Project 180, Daniel
completed substance abuse class and worked with
Homeboy staff to obtain housing, a driver’s license,
and a car.

Equipped with work skills, experience from his first
job, and confidence, Daniel is now working towards
his goal of becoming a case manager to help other
young people build a better future.

MEET DANIEL

#LARISE
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“Be Brave. Take Risks. Nothing 
can substitute experience.” 

– Paulo Coelho


